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Prof. Upendra Baxi  
Professor Emeritus  
FOL, DU

Upendra Baxi is a legal scholar. He is professor of law in development at the University of Warwick, United Kingdom since 1996. He has been the vice-chancellor of University of Delhi (1990–1994), prior to which he held the position of professor of law at the same university for 23 years (1973–1996). He has also served as the vice-chancellor of the University of South Gujarat, Surat, India (1982–1985).

He taught law at Faculty of Law, University of Delhi, where he remained dean 1975–1978 and vice-chancellor of the university.

He has taught various courses at Universities of Sydney, Duke University, the American University, the New York University Law School Global Law Program, the University of Toronto and the NALSAR University of Law, Hyderabad.

Her Excellency Dr. Neeru Chadha  
Judge, ITLOS

Dr. Neeru Chadha has been elected as the Judge of the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea (ITLOS), becoming the first Indian woman to be elected to ITLOS.

Dr. Chadha graduated from the University of Michigan and the University of Delhi, and went on to join the legal and Treaties Division of the Ministry of External Affairs in 1992. She was then appointed as the first woman Chief Legal Advisor to the Ministry of Legal Affairs in 2012. She was also India’s leading agent for the cases filed by Italy before the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea and at the arbitral tribunal in The Hague, in the incident concerning the accusation against two Italian Marines.

Hon’ble Mr. Justice Madan Bhimrawo Lokur  
Judge, Supreme Court of India

Graduated in History (Hons.) from St. Stephen’s College Delhi University in 1974. He obtained LL.B. degree from Faculty of Law, Delhi University in 1977. Enrolled as an Advocate on 28th July, 1977. Practiced in the Supreme Court of India and the Delhi High Court.

Has vast experience in Civil, Criminal, Constitutional, Revenue and Service laws.

Designated as Senior Advocate in February, 1997.

Appointed as Additional Solicitor General of India on 14th July, 1998. He was appointed as Judge of the Supreme Court on 4th June, 2012.
Hon'ble Mr. Justice Arjan Kumar Sikri
Judge, Supreme Court of India

He did his B.Com(Hons.) from Shriram College of Commerce, Delhi University in the year 1974 and LL.B from Law Faculty, Delhi University in the year 1977. Awarded Gold Medal for attaining first position in LL.B. Awarded special prize for getting highest marks in Constitutional Law I & II. Had distinction of securing first position in all six semesters of LL.B and getting all possible prizes and medals of Delhi University for LL.B course. Did his LLM from Delhi University and got first position in three years course. Won medals and prizes in various extra curricular activities. He was president of Campus Law Centre, Delhi University in 1976-77. He was member of Academic Council of Delhi University in the year 1976-77 and various committees of Delhi University.

Hon'ble Justice Gitta Mittal
Acting Chief Justice, High Court of Delhi

An alumnas of the Lady Irwin Higher Secondary School [Science batch of 1975], Lady Shri Ram College For Women [BA (Eco. Hons.) 1978] and the Campus Law Centre, Delhi University (LL.B) 1981, Justice Mittal is presently chairing the court committees on the Delhi High Court’s Mediation and Conciliation Centre as well as the committee monitoring the Implementation of Judicial Guidelines for Dealing with Cases of Sexual Offences and Child Witnesses. She has spearheaded the Vulnerable Witness Court Project in the trial courts in Delhi leading to the first such court room in India being inaugurated on 16th September, 2012.

Justice Dr. S. Muralidhar
Judge, High Court of Delhi

S. Muralidhar began his law practice in Chennai in September 1984 and in 1987 shifted to the Supreme Court of India and the Delhi High Court. He was active as a lawyer for the Supreme Court Legal Services Committee and later was its member for two terms. His pro bono work included the cases for the victims of the Bhopal Gas Disaster and those displaced by the dams on the Narmada. He was appointed amicus curiae by the Supreme Court in several PIL cases and in cases involving convicts on the death row. Muralidhar was counsel for the National Human Rights Commission and the Election Commission of India and a part-time member of the Law Commission from December 2002 till May 2006 when he was appointed a judge of the Delhi High Court. Muralidhar was awarded the PhD by the Delhi University in 2003. He is the author of ‘Law, Poverty and Legal Aid: Access to Criminal Justice’ a book published by LexisNexis Butterworths in August 2004.
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She has been the Chairperson of Delhi Judicial Academy from July 2009 to July 2011. She holds PhD from University of Delhi. She has also been Commonwealth fellow in Warwick university in UK in 1998, and has done post-doctoral research on Juvenile Justice in the UK. She is committed to promoting Justice in legal education in India.

BA, LLB (Agra), LLM (Columbia), LLM, LLD (Lucknow) Currently, Chancellor, Central University of Haryana & Chair Professor, Centre for Comparative Law, NLU, Delhi was until recently visiting the Max Planck Institute for Comparative Public Law and International Law, Heidelberg. Before that he was the Chairperson of Delhi Judicial Academy, New Delhi. Earlier he was the Vice-chancellor, National University of Juridical Sciences, Kolkata.

Before that he taught at the University of Delhi from 1970 to 2005 where he was also Head and Dean Faculty of Law from 1994 to 1997.

Prof. M.P. Singh
Chancellor, Central University of Haryana

Prof. B.B. Pande
Former Professor, FOL, DU

He has worked with institutes of national/international repute in various capacities such as Lecturer, Faculty of Law, University of Jabalpur, Jabalpur (1962-70); Senior Lecturer, Faculty of Law, University of Dar-es Salaam, Tanzania, (Africa) (1981-83); Professor of Law, Lucknow University (1991-1994); Visiting Professor, School of Law, City University, Hong Kong, (Sept-Dec. 2005); Professor of Law, Campus Law Centre, Faculty of Law, University of Delhi (India), till superannuation in 2005 and Human Rights Chair Professorship of the National Human Rights Commission, New Delhi (2007-2008).
Prof. Poonam Saxena
Vice- Chancellor, NLUJ

Prof. Poonam Saxena is an eminent distinguished professor of law. She holds degrees of LL.B. & LL.M. from University of Delhi. She obtained her Ph.D. from University of Delhi in 1988 on the “Similarities and Divergences in Inheritance laws in India: A feasibility study in Unification”. She has a wide experience of teaching of 31 years in University of Delhi in various positions including her momentous experience as Professor, Law Centre-II, Faculty of Law University of Delhi, Delhi (2004-July 2013). She has been a versatile administrator as Professor in Charge, Law Centre-II, Faculty of Law, University of Delhi (2007-2010 & April 2013-July 2013). She has also been awarded the prestigious Senior Fulbright Fellowship (1998) and Shastri-Indo Canadian Fellowship (2000).

Prof. Kamala Sankaran
Vice Chancellor, TNNLS

Prof. Sankaran has taught at the University of Sydney Law School, University of Sydney and delivered lectures/talks at various international and national universities and institutions such as the University of Cape Town and the Georgetown University Law Center.

Professor Kamala Sankaran has been a Fellow, Stellenbosch Institute of Advanced Study, South Africa, Visiting South Asian Research Fellow, School of Interdisciplinary Area Studies, Oxford University, and a Visiting Scholar and recipient of the Fulbright Post-Doctoral Research Fellowship at the Georgetown University Law Center, Washington D.C.
Amita Dhanda is an Indian academician and activist. She was appointed as a member of the strong 14-Member National Advisory Council for the implementation of the RTE Act in 2010. She is also on the Academic Council of Tamil Nadu National Law School. She started her career as a researcher at the Indian Law Institute, Delhi and since then has gone on to become a full time Professor at NALSAR. Amita Dhanda identifies as a feminist and has written several papers on gender issues.

Prof. Palhan is a widely acknowledged Self Effectiveness trainer and also a leading expert in the field of Operations Management. Prof Palhan has conducted more than 250 programmes on Self Effectiveness & Team Building in large number of software companies, banks, leading management institutes & scientists of national labs and judges of Delhi courts. He has taught courses on production and operations management, project management, creativity, entrepreneurship, technology management, self managing teams and business ethics to post graduate management students.

Pinky Anand is an Indian lawyer designated as a senior advocate and is also a politician. She is serving as an Additional Solicitor General of India at the Supreme Court of India. Anand graduated from lady Shriram college and received her LLB degree from Faculty of Law, University of Delhi. In 1979-80, she was elected as the first woman Secretary of Delhi University Students Union (DUSU) winning with the highest number of votes. In 1980, she joined Harvard University to receive a Master of Law degree, supported by an Inlaks Scholarship from the Inlaks Shivdasani Foundation.
Sidharth Luthra
Senior Advocate, SCI
Sidharth Luthra is a senior advocate at the Supreme Court of India. In July 2012, Sidharth Luthra was appointed as the Additional Solicitor General of India at the Supreme Court and represented the union and various state governments in matters relating to fundamental rights, electoral reforms, criminal law and policy issues. Luthra specialises in criminal law, white collar crimes and cyber frauds. He studied law at the University of Delhi where he completed his LLB in 1990 and then did an MPhil in Criminology from the University of Cambridge in 1991.

Vikramjit Banerjee
Senior Advocate, SCI
Vikramjit Banerjee is an advocate practicing primarily in the Supreme Court of India. He is also the Advocate General for the State of Nagaland. He graduated in Law from the prestigious National Law School of India University, Bangalore and went on to do his LL.M. from University of Leicester (UK) as a Chevening Scholar. He regularly lectures in various leading Universities, Institutions and Think Tanks across the country. He has authored various books and monographs and has many research articles published in leading journals to his credit. He has written extensively on law, culture, religion and development and his articles and columns have been widely appreciated and cited as reference by various authors of repute.

Aditya Shankar
Partner, Kaden Boriss, Legal & Business Strategies
Aditya has done his post-graduation from Cornell Law School, Cornell University, United States, one of the premier International law schools in the world. He was also member of the American Bar Association and New York City Bar Association. As a member of the American Bar Association, he was also part of the Intellectual Property Law and Business Law Sections of the Bar Association. He has also worked as an Associate Counsel in the Chambers of Mr. Mukul Rohatgi, Senior Advocate & former Attorney General for India. He was exposed to different types of high-end litigation in the Hon’ble Apex Court of India. Aditya joined Kaden Boriss as a Partner in 2015.
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Professor (Dr.) Usha Tandon
Professor-In-charge, CLC, FOL,DU

Professor (Dr.) Usha Tandon is an eminent Professor of Environmental Law, Population Law, Gender Justice and Family Law. She is the world renowned scholar for her work on human development focusing on environmental protection and women empowerment. Recently (Oct, 2015) she has submitted the Country report on International Research Project on Climate Change Commitments: An Ethical Analysis” conducted by University of Auckland, NZ and Widner University, USA with support from IUCN World Commission on Environmental Law and its Specialist Ethical Group.

Dr. V.K. Ahuja
Incharge, LC-II, FOL, DU

Dr. Ahuja is present In-charge of LC-II and he specializes in Intellectual Property Laws and International Law. He has authored books on IPR and International Law.

Dr. Alka Chawla
Associate Professor, CLC, FOL, DU

Dr. Alka Chawla

Dr. Alka Chawla is a Ph.D. in Copyright Law from the University of Delhi. She has been teaching Intellectual property, Administrative Law and Jurisprudence in Faculty of Law, University of Delhi for last twenty five years.

Dr. Manju Arora Relan
Associate Professor, LC-1, FOL, DU

She specializes in environmental Law with specialization on rights of indigenous people with special reference to National Parks and Wildlife Sanctuaries.

Dr. Vandana
Associate Professor, CLC, FOL, DU

Dr. Vandana is an Associate Professor at the Campus Law Centre, University of Delhi and has been teaching for the last 21 years. She specializes in Criminal procedural Laws.
Mr. O.B. Lal
Associate Professor, LC-II, FOL, DU
Mr. O.B. Lal has 37 years of teaching experience. He specializes in Labor and Commercial Laws

Dr. Anju Vali Tikoo
Assistant Professor, LC-1, FOL, DU
She has 26 years of Teaching experience and she specializes in Criminal Law / Public Health Laws / Criminology / Human Rights / Women & Law

Dr. Anupam JHA
Assistant Professor, LC-II, FOL, DU
Dr. Jha specializes in International Criminal Law, Law on Human Trafficking, International Terrorism and Law, Law on Renewable and Nuclear Energy

Ms. Meena S. Panickar
Assistant Professor, LC-1, FOL, DU
She is the Deputy Dean of Legal Affairs at University of Delhi and her areas of research focus on the interface between law and society, particularly in the field of Constitutional Law and Public International Law.

Dr. Arti Aneja
Assistant Professor, LC-II, FOL, DU
She specializes in Commercial Laws and Anti Trust Laws. She has completed her PhD from Faculty of Law, University of Delhi.

Ms. Isha Wadhwa
Assistant Professor, CLC, FOL, DU
Isha specializes in Intellectual Property Laws, Competition Laws and Professional Ethics. She has studied from ILI and GGSIP University.

Dr. Sarbjit Kaur
Associate Professor, LC-1, FOL, DU
Dr. Kaur has taught at Faculty of Law for twenty years. She specializes in Adminsitrtative Law.
## Programme Schedule

### Day-1, March 3rd, 2018
- **10 am – 11.30 am**
  - Inauguration  
  - “International Law”  
  - Her Excellency Dr. Neeru Chadha.
- **12.00 pm – 1.30 pm**
  - “Access to Justice”  
  - Hon’ble Mr. Justice S. Muralidhar
- **2.30 pm – 4.00 pm**
  - Introduction of Faculty and Ice Breaker  
  - Introduction to Faculty of Law by Dean, PICs  
- **4.30 pm – 6 pm**
  - “Alternate Dispute Resolution”  
  - Hon’ble Justice Gita Mittal

### Day-2, March 4th, 2018
- **10 am – 11.30 am**
  - “Equality in Classroom”  
  - Prof. Amita Dhanda
- **12.00 pm – 1.30 pm**
  - “Family Law”  
  - Prof. Poonam Saxena
- **2.30 pm – 4.00 pm**
  - “Competition Law”  
  - Prof. S.N. Singh
- **4.30 pm – 6 pm**
  - "Adult Learning Theory"  
  - Prof. Ved Kumari

### Day-3, March 5th, 2018
- **10 am – 11.30 am**
  - “Team Building”  
  - Prof. S. K. Palhan
- **12:00 pm- 1:30 pm**
  - “Team Building”  
  - Prof. S. K. Palhan
- **2:30 pm – 4:00 pm**
  - “Intellectual Property Law”  
  - Hon’ble Mr. J. A.K. Sikri
- **4.30 pm – 6:00 pm**
  - “Social Justice and Judiciary”  
  - Hon'ble Mr. J. Madan B. Lokur

### Day-4, March 6th, 2018
- **10 am – 11.30 am**
  - “Time Management”  
  - Prof. S. K. Palhan
- **12:00 pm- 1:30 pm**
  - “Stress Management”  
  - Prof. S. K. Palhan
- **2:30 pm – 4:00 pm**
  - “Contemporary Gender and Speech”  
  - Criminalization, and Selective Application of Criminal Laws”  
  - Prof. B. B. Pande
- **4.30 pm – 6:00 pm**
  - "Teaching Methods"  
  - Prof. Ved Kumari

### Day-5th, March 7th, 2018
- **10 am – 11.30 am**
  - “Constitutional Law”  
  - Prof. Kamala Sankaran
- **12:00 pm- 1:30 pm**
  - “Unlearning Law”  
  - Prof. U. Baxi
- **2:30 pm – 4:00 pm**
  - “Administrative Law and Public Law in general including Comparative Public Law”  
  - Prof. M. P. Singh
- **4.30 pm – 6:00 pm**
  - Screening of Rahi Foundation Film, “The Little Girls We were and the Women We are” and Discussion

### Day-6th, March 8th, 2018
- **10 am – 11.30 am**
  - "Labour Laws"  
  - Prof. B.T. Kaul
- **12:00 pm- 1:30 pm**
  - “Research and Publication”  
  - Prof. U. Baxi
- **2:30 pm – 4:00 pm**
  - “Evolving Role of Women Lawyers specially in Corporate Laws”
- **4.30 pm – 6:00 pm**
  - Professional Ethics  
  - Pinki Anand and Siddhartha Luthra
Day-7th, March 9th, 2018

10 am – 11.30 am
"Research Matrix"
Mr. Rajesh Kumar

12.00 pm – 1.30 pm
"Paper Setting & Evaluation"
Prof. Ved Kumari

2.30 pm – 4:00 pm
“Status of Laws to Protect Women’s Rights in India” Panel Discussion
Vikramjit Banerjee and Aditya Sankar

4.30 pm – 6 pm
"Open Reflections"
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Faculty of Law at Glance

History
Faculty of Law of DU is the time tested legal institution of par excellence. It is the national hub of legal studies. Since its inception in 1924, the department has been a leader producing many legal luminaries, Supreme Court and High Court judges, leading advocates, political leaders, policy makers and trend-setters in all walks of life. The department is endowed with elitist alumni even though it is an egalitarian institute providing practically free legal education at a negligible cost. With the unparallel expertise of faculty members, multicultural environment and its seat at the heart of national capital, the department attracts brilliant students from all over the country and abroad.

Student Intake
The department has 7000 students at present including LL.B., LL.M., and Ph.D. students but functions within limited resources. It is completely funded by national exchequer through UGC and HRD Ministry. The present intake for LLB students is 2400 students after OBC expansion. The three centres of the Faculty of Law were admitting 1500 students in LLB program prior to 1975. The department is in the constant process of improving its infrastructure with state of the art facilities.

Courses
We offer three year LLB degree course. As the number of students grew, the department established its first Centre as Law Centre - I in 1970 and the second as Law Centre - II in 1971. The LL.B. day classes of the Faculty of Law were shifted to newly established Campus Law Centre in 1975. The LL.M. and Ph.D. programmes are looked after directly by the Dean.
Teaching Method
We pursue the case method of teaching law; the department is not dependent on publishers' new editions of books as the case materials of LL.B. and LL.M. are revised by the faculty members every semester with dedication. Printed copies are distributed to all students without profit.

Library
We have a rich print library with e-resources.

Faculty
The department has more than 150 teachers and faculty members are drawn with diversified knowledge and experience. Professors from other Universities including foreign Universities visit on various fellowship programs and conduct research in this institution. A number of delegations from foreign universities visit the department to share their knowledge and benefit the students. A few Memorandum(s) of Understanding (MOU) have been signed between the department and corresponding departments of the foreign universities. The faculties have successfully contributed by way of legislative interventions impacting the lives in fighting dowry deaths, introducing accountability of media in helping establishment of Prasar Bharati Corporation, promoting secularism, ushering rule of law for benefit of females and children and fighting against feudalism and oligarchies. It is desired to rise against female foeticide. The senior faculty members have a longstanding tradition of contributing prestigious books and literature in their fields of specialization which elevates the stature of Delhi Law Faculty as a tall academic leader contributing to the spread of legal knowledge throughout the country by training the trainers.

Faculty of Law,
University of Delhi-110007
www.lawfaculty.du.ac.in
http://clc.du.ac.in/
http://lc1.du.ac.in/
http://www.lc2.in/
Dr. Ashwini Siwal
Assistant Professor, FOL, DU

Dr. Ashwini holds Doctorate in Data Security Laws & LL.M. (Science, Technology & Law) from National Law Institute University, Bhopal. He specializes in Intellectual Property Laws, Cyber Laws & Anti-Trust Laws and has research interests in Technology & Law. He was selected to attend Training of IP Trainers, Japan Patent Office, Tokyo. He is the Director of “LC-1 Entrepreneurial Law Clinic” at Faculty of Law, University of Delhi.

Dr. Narender k. Bishnoi
Assistant Professor, FOL, DU

Dr. Narender Bishnoi holds Doctorate in “Independence of judiciary and judicial accountability- A constitutional framework and new challenges” & L.L.M and L.L.B from University of Delhi. He specializes in procedural laws like Cr.P.C, evidence law and family law. He is convenor of sports committee at LC-1, Faculty of Law.

Dr. Ashish Kumar
Assistant Professor, FOL, DU

Dr. Ashish holds Ph.D. (Law and Practice of Mediation in India) and LL.M. from Faculty of Law, University of Delhi. His teaching and research interests primarily lie in ADR Laws (Negotiation, Mediation and Arbitration), along with Public International Law. He was selected to participate in the Training Programme on Mediation (accredited by American Bar Association) at the Central European University, Budapest, Hungary; and attended International Workshop on Arbitration at the Dusseldorf International Arbitration School, Heinrich-Heine University, Dusseldorf, Germany.